I’m Scott Shepard with the National Center for Public Policy Research.

In just the last few weeks, the nation has learned that AT&T’s CNN pushed false narratives about Russians offering bounties for the deaths of American soldiers,¹ and about the cause of death of U.S. Capitol policeman Brian Sicknick,² yet CNN doubles down. A CNN director has revealed that the former news organization hyped and falsified news to keep viewers scared about COVID, to defeat Donald Trump, and to stir up racial division.³ What specific, concrete measures is AT&T going to take either to end the disgraceful malpractice and mendacity at CNN or, alternatively, to change its designation from news network to hard-left opinion megaphone?
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¹ https://www.foxnews.com/media/media-critics-erupt-russia-bounty-fizzles-nonsense;